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Abstract— Smartphone apps have transformed the way we 

interact with online facilities, but highly specialized apps 

come at a cost to privacy. In this paper we will validate that a 

passive observer is capable of identifying fine-grained user 

events within the wireless network traffic produced by apps. 

Despite the widespread use of fully encrypted 

communication, our technique, called Net Scope, is based on 

the intuition that the highly specific application of each app 

leaves an impression on its traffic behavior (e.g., transfer 

rates, packet exchanges, and data movement). By learning the 

subtle traffic interactive differences between activities (e.g., 

“cruising” versus “discussion” in a dating app), Net Scope is 

able to perform robust inference of users’ activities, for both 

Android and iOS devices, grounded solely on inspecting IP 

titles. Our evaluation with 35 widely widespread app 

activities (ranging from social networking and dating to 

particular health and presidential operations) shows that Net 

Scope yields high discovery accuracy (78.04% 

meticulousness and 76.04% recall on normal). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Smartphone apps have substituted network browsers for 

inter-acting with many online facilities (e.g., media streaming, 

social networking, lifestyle, and moneys) [23]. How-ever, 

these highly particular apps leave behind distinct suggestions 

of their activities in wireless system traffic. In this paper, we 

will establish that an unreceptive eaves-dropper is capable of 

classifying fine-grained user activities within apps, despite the 

use of traffic encryption, based solely on reviewing IP packet 

headings and meta-data. This capability tourist attractions 

new challenges in safety and privacy: For example, the 

implication of a user’s in-app happenings can reveal highly 

searching material based on the nature of many apps, such as 

those for adult courting (e.g., frequently browsing versus 

chatting with matches on the Ashley Madison app) or separate 

health (e.g., looking up nearby HIV clinics). 

In this paper, we overwhelmed these contests and show that 

even an unimportant window of encrypted traffic can disclose 

an app’s semantic activities. Instinctively, an app’s highly 

modified implementation generates characteristic traffic 

patterns (e.g., transfer rates, packet exchanges, and data 

undertaking) for each of that app’s doings. We call this the 

activity’s traffic flow behavior. For example, the Facebook 

app exhibits a much different traffic behavior while the user is 

interpretation posts against posting a new status update, which 

differs further from the traffic performance of tweeting via the 

Twitter app. By leveraging traffic behavioral clues, we can 
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achieve fine-grained monitoring of a user’s actions, without 

reviewing the packets’ contents. 

We present NetScope, a method that utilizes traffic interactive 

clues to automatically build a sensor for smartphone (both 

Android and iOS) app activities.  

The use of NetScope is unprompted: First, an eavesdropper 

performs offline training with the apps of interest, during 

which NetScope inevitably builds models of the apps’ 
human-observed, semantic happenings from the measured 

traffic behaviors.  

   Net Scope necessitates no packet content and no access 

to/knowledge of any target (target) devices. The traffic 

dimensions are converted to feature sets, and a 

communication feature clustering method is used to separate 

similar behaviors.  

The most distinct behaviors are learned by two 

complementary machine learning models which Net Scope 

packages into a discovery module to be organized at Wi-Fi 

access points (or other network circulation collection devices) 

for inconsequential, online monitoring of users’ happenings. 

We have assessed Net Scope in a lab placement involving 7 

different users with 2 I Phones and 5 dissimilar Android 

phones. The 35 theme app activities variety from generic apps 

(e.g., Facebook, YouTube) to highly particular apps for 

dating (e.g., OkCupid, Ash-ley Madison), health (e.g., HIV 

monitoring), and political movements (those of Bernie 

Sanders and Ben Carson). NetScope is shown to notice this 

variety of doings with high correctness. To the best of our 

knowledge, NetScope is among the first to enable smartphone 

app activity eaves-dropping from IP headers only and, by 

doing so, reveal new privacy insinuations of using 

specialized, privacy sensitive apps via public/observed Wi-Fi 

networks. 

II. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

Traditional (non-smartphone) traffic flow analysis methods 

rely on deep packet inspection (DPI) [10], protocol 

identification [6, 20, 34, 35] and, more recently, 

finger-printing encoded website-traffic [4, 15] and detecting 

protocols post-encryption [39, 42]. Inappropriately, recent 

studies [11] have shown that the new examples of mobile app 

network announcement limit their applicability. 

For privacy, apps direct all traffic finished SSL/TLS 

connections. Hence traffic autographs and DPI cannot be 

applied to the mainstream of mobile apps, and recognizing 

specific inspection values within an app’s traffic is 

unbearable. Further, as observed, apps’ traffic follows vastly 

different patterns (e.g., determined, with both connected and 

client tracking semantic contextual and state) than that of 

HTTPS traffic, so encoded web-traffic fingerprinting 

techniques [4] would be unable to interpret an app’s traffic. 

Still, some post-encryption protocol discovery tools could 

apply to app protocols [35, 39, 42], thus we are motivated to 
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enable much more fine-grained detection of semantic 

user-actions within apps’ movement. 

Prior work has expected that apps may be recognized by the 

domain name or IP addresses with which they interconnect 

[7]. However, this simple experiential is too coarse-grained 

and error-prone. Many amenities are hosted in profitable 

clouds (e.g., many of our test suitcases only use Microsoft 

Azure). Moreover, cloud-hosted facilities make use of load 

balancers, making it un bearable to map back-end server’s IP 

addresses to facilities. Most importantly, Net Scope’s goal is 

not just to identify the app, but to identify actions inside the 

app, which is impossible via only IP/hostname determination. 

                                                                                                    
                      Per-server Transaction 
                         Behavior Modeling 

                                                                       
                                                               Gateway Server                                               
 

      Ad Server                      
                                                                                     

 
CDN Server 

Figure 1: NetScope models each server transaction’s 

fine-grained traffic behavior separately. 

 

Further, mobile apps may solitary perform a portion of their 

network announcement over any single wireless network. 

This is because smartphones may switch amongst the cellular 

system and in-range Wi-Fi networks flawlessly. In the past, 

network communications were modeled as mechanisms with 

state changeovers based on traffic designs [6]. However, this 

is no longer effective for apps, since a single network may 

only observe a subset of an app’s traffic (missing the 

beginning, end, or both). Essentially, the eavesdropper “drops 

in” on the central of the app’s communication. We call this the 

passing connectivity challenge. To the best of our 

information, no current traffic analysis tools consider (nor 

overcome) this contest 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

3.1 Feature Extraction  

A conduct model is a picture of how that traffic “moves” 
through the admission point per server business. NetScope 

dividers the traffic log into server dealings containing all the 

IP headers (in temporal order) which the expedient sent 

to/received from each re-mote server. Once the circulation log 

is separated into server send/receive communications, each 

transaction’s behavior will be modeled separately. However, 

because of the transient connectivity challenge, we cannot 

assume that the complete transaction will be observed during 

operational detection. Thus, instead of calculating the 

behavior of the entire transaction, we divide it into behavior 

dimensions — a measurement of the traffic’s behavior over a 

very small time opening (5 ms in our implementation). 

Lastly, care is taken when picking metrics for the conduct 

measurements. In the next segment, these metrics will be the 

feature sets for Net Scope’s machine learning procedures, and 

thus they must be analogous between any observed system 

traffic. For example, packet counts would be ambiguous since 

the same activity may communicate data of variable sizes 

(e.g., long versus short text messages). Thus we intended the 

following metrics (26 data points’ total) to measure the 

traffic’s understood behaviors that are not explicitly 

noticeable fromany packet content. Each of the subsequent 

metrics is computed for every performance measurement (i.e., 

5 ms time interval) within the server communications. 

 

3.2 Building Behavioral Models  

The mainstream of the behavior measurements will be 

comparable across multiple activities, but each movement 

also contains enough unique behaviors to be distinguishable. 

Isolating these unique performances within the behavior 

capacities (tens of thousands of them) can be modeled as a 

data mining/gathering problem. NetScope uses the K-means 

clustering (unsupervised machine learning) algorithm to 

divider the input feature sets into K clusters based on their 

coldness from each other and the clusters’ centers. The 

resulting clusters contain separate sub-sets of the behavior 

capacities. Among these, some are tightly bunched (the 

measurements within are highly similar) and some are 

insecurely clustered (only somewhat similar to each other, but 

less similar to the other clusters). In this way, the collections 

reveal which performance measurements are most 

characteristic. 

 

3.3 User Activity Detection  

The Net Scope discovery component takes as input a stream 

of IP packet captions and outputs labels for which movement 

behaviors it witnesses in the traffic. NetScope examines 

traffic from unrelated phones separately. For each packet that 

the unearthing module processes, it builds a set of server 

transferences.  

If the packet belongs to an on-going server business, then 

NetScope updates that transaction’s behavior dimensions. 

Otherwise, a new server operation is enumerated and 

NetScope waits to collect enough containers for the first 

performance measurement to be computed (as in Section 3.1). 

NetScope then administers which behavior model matches 

each new behavior dimension. To do this, NetScope refers the 

proficient collection model: Given an unidentified behavior 

measurement, the assortment model will report which cluster 

the new behavior would fall in. At this point, NetScope does 

not consider if this measure is not a known behavior (i.e., 

traffic which we did not train for), instead this will be affected 

naturally by the multi-class SVM perfect later. 

Finally, for each new conduct model in the traffic, NetScope 

efforts to match the known set of simultaneousperformances 

with an activity’s model. For this, NetScope shapes a test 

feature set from the experiential behavior models, and this 

unlabeled row is tested with the multi-class SVM model. This 

harvests a list of probabilities on behalf of how well each 

training medium row struggles the testing data. If no row 

competitions above 60% then NetScope throw-outs the result 

and endures collecting traffic. We chose a cutoff of 60% 

because we find that true competitions occur with above 85% 

confidence, but incongruities (i.e. traffic we did not train for) 

consequence in less than 50% self-assurance. If any rows 

match above the cutoff, then NetScope intelligences the best 

matching row’s label as a discovery. 
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Figure 2: NetScope models each activity’s unique traffic behaviors with two complementary machine learning models 

 
Figure 2 shows a shortened example: Two happenings with 

one server business each. The network circulation yields 6 

behavioral measurements, and of those, 4 are exclusive (both 

activities exhibit behavior B). Clustering these behavior 

measurements with K = 5 isolates the 4 exclusive behaviors. 

Note that behavior models are not activity or server business 

specific. As Figure 2 shows, they are derived from behavior 

dimensions taken from every training movement. This makes 

performance models more general (similar behaviors showed 

by different apps will share the same model) and more 

accurate compared to exercise separate cluster replicas. 

Instinctively, if NetScope can associate and contrast more 

performances, then each performance model will be more 

precise 

4 EVALUATION 

4.1 Detection Results 

To get ground certainty (i.e., the activities that remained 

actually performed), all project memberships logged the date 

and time they achieved any of the 35 happenings from Table 1 

(this was done via a script added to the users’ smartphones). 

We processed these logs and Net Scope’s output to amount 

the discovery module’s correctness. 

Table 2 presents Net Scope’s detection consequences across 

all 7 smartphones. Columns 1, 2, and 3 show the movement, 

ground truth (number of periods that the users achieved that 

activity), and the number of times NetScope appropriately 

detected that activity, i.e., the true positives (TP), 

respectively. Column 4 demonstrations the quantity of times 

NetScope unclassified that undertaking as a different activity, 

and the times NetScope did not detect that movement 

occurring (not misclassified) is shown in Column 5. The sum 

of Columns 4 and 5 is the fabricated negative amount (FN). 

Column 6 shows the false positive (FP) count (other activities 

classified as that row’s activity). Meticulousness and 

reminiscence are shown in Columns 7 and 8, respectively. 

Table 2 shows that NetScope accomplishes very high 

discovery accuracy. Column 7 shows that Net  

 

Scope’smiddling precision is 78.04%. This represents that 

among all of Net Scope’s documentations, 78.04% of them 

are accurate. Average recall is also high: 76.04%. This can be 

under-stood as 76.04% of the activity examples in the 

network traffic were correctly detected. 

 

Table 2 shows that NetScope is complex enough to precisely distinguish between comparable activities in different apps. For 

example, attending to music on the Pandora and Spotify apps both have exactness above 76% and re-call above 72%. From 

Table 2 we can see that even these comparable activities provide characteristic characteristics in their system behaviors. 

Category App 

User Activity (Detection 

Target) Training Label 

Dominant Network 

Behavior  

      

News & 

Politics 

CNN News 

Browse and read news 

articles CNN Read   

Bernie Sanders 

2016 Read stances and news updates Sanders Read   

 Ben Carson 2016 Read stances and news updates Carson Read 

Download content, bursty 

 

Personal 

Health HIV Atlas 

Lookup treatment 

information HIV Info 

 

  

Lookup HIV test clinics HIV Clinics 
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Facebook 

Read Facebook Feed Facebook Feed   

 

Post to Facebook Facebook Post 

Upload content 

 

   

 

Twitter 

Post new tweet Twitter Tweet 

 

  

Read tweets Twitter Read Download content, steady 

 

  

 

Instagram 

Browse Posts Instagram Browse Download content, bursty  

 

Post to Instagram Instagram Post Upload content 

 

   

 Snapchat Photo Chat on Snapchat Snapchat Chat   

Travel & Local 

Google Maps 

Search location and view 

maps Google Maps   

Yelp 

Browse Yelp Yelp Browse Download content, steady  

 

Search Yelp Yelp Search 

Download content, bursty 

 

   

Shopping Amazon Browse online store Amazon Browse 

 

  

 

Facebook 

Messenger Chat with friends Messenger Chat   

 

Skype 

Video call with friend Skype Video 

Interactive 

 

 

  

 

  

   

Table 1: Training Activities for Various Apps with Diverse Network Behaviors 

 

Detection Time-As an online snooping tool, it is significant that the detection module be light-weight and effectual in order to 

produce near real-time results. On average the classifier took 0.62 seconds to produce a result from input behavior 

measurements. Thus, any blockage for detection comes from assembling behavior dimensions to match a behavior model. 

Through dimensions performed during online deployment, we found that it took between 50 and 300 behavior measurements to 

match the activity representations reliably. Thus it took between 0.25 seconds to 1.5 instants of traffic observation to yield a 

consequence. 

 

4.2 User Privacy Implications  

Net Scope’s high detection correctness raises serious privacy insinuations. While we by no means overlook such applications, 

NetScope can be used to infer user privacy-sensitive data, particularly from highly particular individual apps. 

To highlight this confidentiality impact, we have included HIV Atlas (one of the most popular HIV management apps) in our 

test cases. We tested NetScope with the two overriding features of HIV Atlas: looking up handling information and looking up 

nearby HIV test clinics (Rows 4–5 in Table 2). Net Scope’s ability to distinguish individual in-app activities is critical here: 

Identifying a person interpretation general HIV info is far less probative than intensive care someone searching for neighboring 

HIV test clinics. Now, consider a malicious user linking to the same Wi-Fi and sniffing all the IP packets. By associating the 

inferred app doings with device type/name, joining times, and even visual comments, the listener could easily identify the 

individual who performed the HIV app activities. 

Another regarding scenario, is operative discrimination on the foundation of political relationship (which is legal in most states) 

[38].  The use of highly particular apps, such as the Bernie Sanders and Ben Carson presidential movement apps (Rows 2–3 in 

Table 2), reveal such political affiliations. These cases have sensibly high detection precisions: The Bernie Sanders app has only 

1 false positive result yielding 96.15% precision and 100% recall; and the Ben Carson app has only 8 misclassifications yielding 

86.67% exactness and 61.9% recall. 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 1 Related Work 

Analysis of Encoded Network Traffic Encrypted circulation has been the target of network examination research for some time. 

A primary goal of this field of research has been fingerprinting website visits in encoded traffic [4, 15]. Several of these works 

have employed arithmetical analysis [4], naive Bayes classifiers, and machine knowledge techniques. Further, a recent study by 

Dyer et al. [13] found that traffic examination countermeasures were still in-sufficient to avoid eavesdropping. Also website 

fingerprinting there are many other everything which analyze encoded network traffic to expose numerous other in-formation 

leakages. One notable direction is the uncovering of languages, spoken words, or phrases in scrambled VoIP traffic. 

Schneider et al. [2] extracted click-streams from submissively monitored network traffic to recognize user activities on social 

network sites. NetScope is also a passive network investigation tool which aims to detect user’s happenings, but the detection of 

website-based happenings differs significantly from in-app user happenings. Later, Verde et al. [2] proposed features which 
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could track users behind a NAT. NetScope is similar to this work in that they both shape and detect fingerprints from system 

flows, but NetScope aims for a more fine-grained documentation (user’s in-app activities). Also of note, Chen et al. [5] found a 

number of side-channel escapes in web-applications via circulation analysis which disclose searching information about its 

users. 

Zhang et al. [4] proposed identifying coarse-grained user doings (e.g., web browsing, chatting, and onlinebetting) via passive 

monitoring of 802.11 wireless traffic from processers. Both this work and NetScope share comparable adversary models and 

techniques, but NetScope’s detection is significantly more fine-grained: sensing specific apps and activities. As discussed in 

Section 2, this work could hardly be ported to handle the challenges inherent in smartphone traffic investigation. 

 

Smartphone Network Traffic Analysis to comprehend how smartphones were being used, many works expected to model phone 

usage behavior [9]. Among other features, Profile Droid [6] examined network traffic to model an Android’s usage. Falaki et al. 

[14] looked at how traffic patterns affect a smartphone’s implementation. Xu et al. [43] performed a large-scale investigation of 

apps’ network usage and traffic invariants. Tongaonkar et al. [1] modeled app usage by tracking identifiers in ad libraries 

through traffic analysis. Building from these ideas, MAPPER [7] enforces per-app/user guidelines based on observed 

circulation patterns. Unfortunately, these works either rely on analysis of unencrypted net-work traffic, protocol documentation 

[3], or on-device monitoring tools [14]; making these answers poorly suited for snooping on user’s activities. 

 

Network profiler [11] followed by FLOWR [44] mechanically build traffic signatures of apps’ unencrypted system 

communications. Unfortunately, modern apps use scrambled communication. Stober¨ et al. [29] aimed to recognize the apps 

installed on an Android device by nursing that device’s network usage. NetScope builds from this idea to influence many more 

network traffic features for much more fine-grained uncovering. 

 

2 Discussion 

Simulated Attacks Like all statistical knowledge methods, NetScope can be susceptible to imitation attacks — an attacker may 

invest a significant amount of effort to “re-play” the exact traffic flow sent between a benevolent app and the servers it connects 

to. If the imitation was nearly indistinguishable to the original benevolent app, then NetScope may classify that device  

as performing the imitated app happenings when in fact the user was not. 

 

             Traffic Complication Protection to mitigate the privacy impacts highlighted, developers may wish to degrade Net 

Scope’s efficiency by adding randomness to an app’s traffic behavior. This would necessitate non-trivial changes to the app and 

servers involved. Obfuscated performances need to be generated for each run of that app to stop NetScope from approximating 

the traffic during training. Because Net Scope’s models are server business specific, an app would need to obfuscate its traffic 

behavior for manifold servers that it connects to incurring supplementary computation and system traffic expenses. 

 

 App Activity Ground Truth TP 

Misclassif

y Miss FP Precision Recall  

          

 CNN Read 33 19 14 0 10 65.52% 57.58%  

 Sanders Read 25 25 0 0 1 96.15% 100.00%  

 Carson Read 21 13 8 0 2 86.67% 61.90%  

 HIV Info 24 13 8 3 0 100.00% 54.17%  

 HIV Clinics 24 19 5 0 8 70.37% 79.17%  

 Facebook Feed 36 15 21 0 20 42.86% 41.67%  

 Facebook Post 24 16 6 2 11 59.26% 66.67%  

 Twitter Tweet 24 17 7 0 2 89.47% 70.83%  

 Twitter Read 10 10 0 0 2 83.33% 100.00%  

 Google Maps 34 34 0 0 3 91.89% 100.00%  

 Yelp Browse 11 8 3 0 5 61.54% 72.73%  

 Yelp Search 11 5 6 0 10 33.33% 45.45%  

 Amazon Browse 11 4 7 0 1 80.00% 36.36%  

 Messenger Chat 19 17 2 0 14 54.84% 89.47%  

 Skype Video 9 9 0 0 0 100.00% 100.00%  

 Skype Voice 9 9 0 0 0 100.00% 100.00%  

 Skype Chat 9 9 0 0 8 52.94% 100.00%  

 Gmail Read 11 11 0 0 5 68.75% 100.00%  

 Gmail Send 11 11 0 0 0 100.00% 100.00%  

 WhatsApp Chat 11 11 0 0 6 64.71% 100.00%  

 Spotify Navigate 18 18 0 0 2 90.00% 100.00%  

 Spotify Listen 16 13 3 0 4 76.47% 81.25%  

 YouTube Play 44 16 26 2 2 88.89% 36.36%  
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 YouTube Navigate 42 30 12 0 14 68.18% 71.43%  

  Table 2: App Activity Detection Results.       

         

Device OS Version Ground Truth TP 

Misclassif

y Miss FP Precision Recall 

          

LG G3 

Android 

4.4.2 125 112 13 0 13  89.6% 89.6% 

LG G2 Android 5.0 35 26 9 0 9  74.29% 

74.29

% 

HTC Desire 500 

Android 

4.1.2 95 67 26 2 26  72.04% 

70.53

% 

Samsung Galaxy S4 Android 5.0 88 60 21 7 21  74.07% 

68.18

% 

Samsung Galaxy S4 

(training) 

Android 

4.4.2 147 137 10 0 10  93.2% 93.2% 

iPhone 6 iOS 8 78 46 32 0 32  58.97% 

58.97

% 

iPhone 6 Plus iOS 8 99 43 56 0 56  43.43% 

43.43

% 

Table 3: App Activity Detection Results Calculated Per-Device 

 

3 Conclusion and Future work 

Modern, highly particular mobile apps permission behind impressions on their wireless network traffic’s performance. We have 

obtainable NetScope, a tool that leverages traffic flow behavioral clues to detect in-app user accomplishments. NetScope 

instinctively builds models for different happenings from their unhurried traffic behaviors. The models can then be organized in 

a NetScope detection module to perform inference of user doings with high accuracy by detecting only IP packet headers, for 

both Android and iOS strategies. The framework proposed in this research is able to classify encoded network traffic and to 

infer which functioning system, browser and submission the user is using on his desktop or laptop computer. It show that in spite 

of traffic analysis method is an operative tool. A spycan easily leverage the info about the user to fit an optimal attack course. A 

passive adversary may also collect statistics about groups of users for refining their marketing strategy. In addition, an attacker 

may use tuples statistics for identifying a specific person. A stimulating extension of this work would be to add action 

organization (e.g. send a tweet, receive a post) to the tuple as has been done for request and action for mobile devices. Another 

interesting postponement would beto extend operating system and browser organization to the mobile world. 
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